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Ever since the incident on an unremarkable Tuesday within a routine week

at the beginning of an uneventful month, I've not been able to bring myself

within 20 miles of the sea-side in years and grey days send my stomach to

my feet for fear that I might hear that mournful, tearing caw.

I had only recently moved to the city for work and had found myself living in

a squalid little flat above a restaurant. Such was the horror of the place that

I endeavoured to spend as little time there as was humanly possible.

Sometimes, for a weekend treat, I would book myself into a hotel just to get

away from all the dry rot, paisley wallpaper and outmoded furnishings.

During the working week I fell into a routine of breaking my fast at a busy

little café down the road from my place of work. It was one of remarkably

few places where I could get a muffin and a latte en route and, despite their

faults, I'd have to concede that the indelicately monikered 'Mutts Nuts Cafe

and Deli' made an outstanding cup of coffee. This, as I think we're all aware,

is a virtue not to be dismissed lightly.

It was a small eatery that had succeeded in capitalising upon its park-

adjacent location by appealing predominantly to the dog-walking

demographic, both local and professional. The place was haphazardly

littered with shiny steel water bowls (generally surrounded by more water

than they contained), ragged chew toys, and dogs. It is a matter of some

personal misfortune that I happen to detest these wretched, slobbering

creatures.

I sometimes wish that I were allergic to dogs so that I'd have a valid and

indisputable argument for the people who so readily challenge me on my

apparently irrational hatred of this pathetic species. 
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"Even the puppies?" They often exclaim incredulously, pouting and

scrunching their faces up in what they presumably mean to be an

approximation of a puppy's face. 

"Especially the puppies." I always think to myself.

The only thing worse than dogs are their owners who, I've found, tend to

suffer the same flaws as their panting familiars: stupidity, neediness and a

total lack of self-awareness. These are people who will stare moon-eyed at

their overgrown rat while it pushes out one of its fetid little turds before

reaching eagerly into their pocket for a plastic baggie and congratulating

their ridiculous baby proxy.

I remember looking up from my book once to find a great shambling

monster with its filthy paws up on my table, finishing off my barely touched

breakfast muffin. The owner looked up at my cry of distress; a homely

woman in her early fifties whose outfit spoke more of professional

agriculturalism than of inner-city dog walking.

"Oh Mortimer," she clucked, "you are a little terror." 

"Your Mortimer just ate my breakfast." I observed as politely as the

situation deserved. She met my glare with well-meaning ignorance. There

was an awkward pause before she tutted at her dog and began shoving its

gargantuan head around with a seemingly reckless disregard for her own

safety.

"What a silly sausage you are. Aren't you? Aren't you? Yes you are, you silly
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"What a silly sausage you are. Aren't you? Aren't you? Yes you are, you silly

sausage. You say sorry to this nice man." And with that, she directed the

slobbering brute up onto my lap where it dutifully began to lick my face

(presumably seeking crumbs from the few bites of muffin I had managed

prior to the theft).

They left soon after. In disciplinary terms, the scolding was a total write-off.

I would argue that the dog was left with absolutely no sense of having done

wrong. Now, if it had been a child and not a dog, the child would have

received a firm talking-to and I'd have received a replacement muffin. As it

was, I had to lean heavily on my Elevenses treat that day to see me through

to lunch.

In any case, on the morning in question I ordered my usual caffe latte and

decided to take a chance on a blueberry muffin that happened to catch my

eye. While I would ordinarily go for something a little more fibre-rich, to

ensure regularity, I sometimes find that I just can't resist the look of a

blueberry muffin. The way the berry juice bleeds into the golden cake is

nothing short of mesmerising.

I had taken my seat and found my place in my book when I started to notice

a quiet yet insistent voice nearby. I fished my phone from my pocket and

checked to make sure that I hadn't accidentally called anyone but found that

it was still safely locked. Shrugging, I returned to my book. Soon the noise

reoccurred and, bizarre as it might be, it seemed indisputable that it was

coming from the small plate in front of me. I moved my book aside to look

down at the place where my muffin sat in all its wholesome yellow, blue and

violet beauty.

I studied it for a moment, not entirely sure exactly what I was looking for,
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I studied it for a moment, not entirely sure exactly what I was looking for,

and was about to return to my book when I noticed a movement just under

the lip of the muffin-top. I pulled away from the table in disgust, the sudden

scraping of my chair drawing a few curious looks from nearby customers.

Once I had regained my composure, I leaned forward again, morbid

curiosity driving me to find out what was causing my baked treat to move. I

flinched involuntarily as the motion recurred accompanied by a small sound,

but I managed to stand my ground. Baffled, I moved closer and the sound

grew ever so slightly more distinct. I edged closer still.

"Gimme the sunshine." It seemed to say.

"What on Earth?" I whispered, peering closely at the muffin.

"Is, uh, is everything alright, sir?" 

I sat bolt upright and looked at the waitress stood next to me. She had

paused in the midst of collecting plates and mugs from recently vacated

tables nearby and was absently fending off the attentions of a playful Golden

Retriever. Now, if that had been someone's child bothering her it would have

been pulled away from the poor woman with nary a delay: I really don't

understand it.

"Uh, hello." I stammered, a little thrown by the jarring confluence of the

surreal and the banal. I became keenly aware that, in my desire to hear

what my muffin was saying, I had leaned so far forward that my chin had

been almost resting on the table beside the small plate. To an observer out

of earshot of the muffin's tiny cries, I can only imagine that I must have

looked like I was going to attempt a hands-free consumption.
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I found myself oddly concerned about what she must think of me and, after

a moment of indecision, I decided to confide in her.

"The thing is," I said, leaning towards her in what I appreciate now was a

needlessly conspiratorial manner, "my muffin seems to be talking to me."

She smiled at me. A weak and uncertain smile; the smile of someone hoping

for, rather than expecting, a punchline.

"What's it saying?" She asked. I remember being oddly charmed by this

response.

"Well, you know, that's the strange thing." I replied drawing her further into

my confidence. "It seems to be saying 'Give me the sunshine.'"

She looked at me for a second. I noticed that the badge on her breast

pocket said 'Deborah'.

"Would you like me to get you a take-out cup and a bag so you can take

your muffin out to the park?" She asked with laudable self-control. I nodded

with a thoughtful expression.

"Yes, thank you. That would be lovely, Deborah."

"It's Alex." Alex corrected me gently gesturing at her uniform. "This is a

loaner." I made a small, pleased noise at this.

"Is that right?" I said distractedly. "Well good for you, Alex. You're doing the

Deborah name proud. Well done." She looked at me for a moment before
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Deborah name proud. Well done." She looked at me for a moment before

thanking me and walking back towards the main counter. I turned my

attention back to the muffin. It was still for the moment. I took a sip of

coffee and sat back.

Alex returned quickly with a brown paper bag and a large disposable cup. I

noticed that she had been thoughtful enough to drop the cup into a heat-

guard sleeve and thanked her warmly. She muttered something about the

cups just coming that way before turning to go.

"Alex," I called with some urgency. She stopped straight away but didn't

turn immediately. My request came haltingly. "Would you mind terribly

putting the muffin in the bag for me?" Her expression darkened ever so

slightly and I'm sure I detected some edge to her voice as she asked, "And

the coffee?"

"Oh, no," I assured her, "I can take care of that."

She nodded and dropped the muffin into the bag with clipped efficiency. I'm

sure I heard a quickly muffled squeal of shock and, more tellingly, I do

believe I saw a flicker of surprise cross Alex's face. After what may or may

not have been a pause, she held the bag out towards me.

"Enjoy your muffin."

I nodded and turned to leave the shop, stepping carefully over an

uncomfortable-looking pile of King Charles' Spaniels who had managed to

twist their leads tightly around each other while their broadsheet-flapping

owner sat blissfully unaware of the predicament.
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Walking out of the shop and into the morning glow, I could have sworn that

I heard insistent, even excited, muttering from the bag as the late-spring

sunshine started to warm the brown paper. I even thought I felt a

movement from within and shuddered slightly at the thought.

This point in my morning routine would usually see me making a brisk five-

minute journey to my place of work. However, I had left the cafe a full

fifteen minutes ahead of schedule and all of this early morning oddness had

left me feeling somewhat disoriented. On a whim, I pressed the button at

the pedestrian crossing and waited, staring into the park on the opposite

side of the road.

The sensation of noise and movement from the bag seemed to grow louder

and more insistent. Despite my attempts to ignore it, a creeping panic was

blossoming in me and a rigid tension spread through my ram-rod-straight

arm to the locked muscles around my shoulder. A bead of sweat grew to a

trickle just below my hairline and I started to wonder why I hadn't just

thrown the muffin away. The reason seemed to be a confusing mix of ethical

angst, morbid fascination and persistent hunger. Whatever happened from

here on out, full satisfaction of all of these compulsions didn't seem a likely

prospect.

The green man eventually arrived accompanied by his shill fanfare and I

trotted over the road and through the ornately wrought iron gates into the

park. Muscle-memory led my feet toward my lunchtime bench on the far

side of the boating lake. The bench was deep enough into the park that, on

an average day, the vast majority of my co-workers, tempted outside by a

sunny lunchtime, would slump onto a scrap of grass long before they

reached me. And for those who resisted belly-flopping onto the first
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reached me. And for those who resisted belly-flopping onto the first

greenery that this inner city park had to offer, my bench was heavily shaded

by a small copse of willow trees and, as such, was of no interest to their

sun-starved, office-addled minds.

Sitting beneath the leaves usually made for a peacefully dappled experience

but, being that it was still early morning, the low sun was beaming in under

the boughs and bouncing light up off the still water a few meters in front of

the bench, bathing my usually shady retreat in an otherworldly golden glow

that chimed oddly well with my generally discombobulated state of mind.

After absently dusting off the bench with my handkerchief, I sat and placed

the bag carefully beside me, making sure that the muffin was resting on its

base within the bag. Even this remote level of contact caused my skin to

crawl as I was sure, almost certainly psychosomatically, that I could feel it

squirm as I did. And was that an accompanying giggle? Had I tickled it? My

mind shied away from the concept.

I was quite certain that I wouldn't be able to face the prospect of lifting the

muffin out of the bag so I decided to carefully pull a vertical rip through the

side of the bag. The sound of the muffin grew louder as I ripped, I think

both because of the removal of the muffling paper barrier, and because it

was growing excited. I felt slightly sick as I realised that I had resigned

myself to the reality of this being a talking muffin. The world had become a

profoundly different place in the last ten minutes.

As the rip reached the bottom of the bag I heard, quite clearly now, a high-

pitched sigh of delight.

"Sunlight!" it cried and, with that, it was free. The muffin sat motionless
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"Sunlight!" it cried and, with that, it was free. The muffin sat motionless

within the remains of the brown paper bag that rose around it like an

extravagant collar. There was no movement, but the air around the

blueberry delicacy seemed to shimmer with a kind of aura, a tangible heat-

haze of possibility.

I watched the muffin closely, my body coiled and ready to fight or take

flight. I felt like a soaped-up arachnophobe surveiling an unexpected shower

guest. Finally the muffin seemed to wilt slightly and I felt the feather-light

breath that accompanied its contented sigh. I saw, with no small amount of

revulsion, a thin skin of cake peel back from below two blueberries,

blueberries that swung towards me in a nauseating approximation of eyes.

The lip of the muffin started to move again as the little cake tooted a series

of noises that sounded like vocal exercises before bursting suddenly into

song;

"Thank you, thank you, thank you, kind one

You picked me out and made me your bun.

You heard my call and chose to help out.

You heard me call, though I could not shout.

"I asked for the sun and you gave me the world.

In a land full of oysters, you were my pearl.

Though hungry, you spared your one breakfast dish,

And so I'm delighted to offer a wish.

"Will it be riches or will it be love?

Will you seek peace; to be the world's dove?

Whatever desire, whatever your whim,

Speak it aloud and I will not skim...p"
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The last word rang like a mis-struck note, the final sound spat out with a

sense of surprise and mild disappointment (as well as a small crumb that I

tried not to think about too much) but the shrill and jaunty song had

otherwise held me entranced. Now an odd silence descended between the

two of us as its blueberry eyes bored into mine and I could have sworn that

it was holding its breath.

It took a few moments for my shock to subside sufficiently to give any

serious thought to the concept of a wish. What would I wish for, if I had one

wish? I began to toy with the idea and ran through a couple of concepts in

my head. I became so absorbed in my deliberations that I managed to

forget, for a moment, the base insanity of the situation that I had found

myself in.

Eventually I came to a decision.

"Wealth," I said resolutely, "I wish to be ridiculously wealthy for the rest of

my life."

The muffin considered me gravely for a moment in silence. I have no idea

how it managed to convey any sense of emotion whatsoever. Aside from the

blueberry eyes and what may or may not have been a mouth moving

beneath the lip of its muffin top, it had no other features to speak of - it was

simply a common-or-garden muffin. Nonetheless, I felt an odd maturity in

its silent consideration. It bordered on humbling in its intensity.

"So shall it be." The muffin intoned eventually, its shrill, cartoonish voice

grating harshly against the gravitas of the sentence, "Our deal shall be
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grating harshly against the gravitas of the sentence, "Our deal shall be

struck just as soon as you have eaten me."

The muffin's cakey eyelids pulled slowly down as it assumed a martyr-like

air of serenity and preparedness. I blinked.

"Wait. Wait, what was that? After I...after I eat you? Is that what you said?"

There was a quick movement from the cake, which I took to be a sharp nod

of confirmation.

"Right," I continued, "Right, I'm not going to be able to do that. To eat you,

I mean. I think we put paid to that possibility when I started talking to you.

In general I find that, with pretty much any occasion, if I've had a two-way

conversation with it, I can't eat it. I think it's safe to assume that it would do

my digestion absolutely no favours."

"Whatever your objections, sir," the muffin pronounced, "in order for your

wish to be fulfilled you will need to consume me, in my entirety." I gagged

slightly at this point.

"I am ready," the muffin added with a barely perceptible shuffle.

"That's as may be, but it's not really the point." I replied. I looked at the

muffin, this muffin that was looking back at me with a curious expression

(again I can't really tell you what about the muffin conveyed curiosity but it

was clear as day to me at the time - it was as if it had an eyebrow cocked)

and considered my wish.

Wealth. Extravagant, self-sustaining wealth. I could have everything I'd ever

dreamed of. I'd never have to work again. I could move out of the rat-
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dreamed of. I'd never have to work again. I could move out of the rat-

infested dank-hole I was living in, and all I had to do to make this a reality

was consume an anthropomorphic blueberry muffin with an annoying voice.

The talking and the singing aside, it had been intended to be my breakfast

anyway...

"So be it" I thought.

I took a deep breath and was reaching out toward the muffin when, with a

mournful and tearing cry, a seagull swooped, seemingly out of nowhere, and

knocked the muffin onto the ground, gouging a large portion out of the top.

I still remember the sickening spray of crumbs and what I will assume, for

sanity's sake, was blueberry sauce. The muffin screamed; a shrill, awful

sound filled with pain and terror. Four more gulls swooped in and joined the

blue slaughter.

In a matter of ten, maybe twenty, seconds it was over leaving five seagulls

stood before me, bodies splattered with an inordinate amount of thick blue

goop. Though it only took moments, watching the awful scene unfold had

felt like minutes, hours, eons even. What I saw that day sickened me,

scarred me emotionally and continues to haunt me even to this day.

So, in summary, it's my belief that this is how seagulls learned to open crisp

packets.


